[Knowledge-based technologies in proteomics].
Proteomic technologies enable to identify thousands of proteins in biological samples. These data require appropriate means for storage, dissemination and analytical processing to decipher the new knowledge. Automatic processing of high-efficient experiment results is powered by the controlled vocabularies, such as Medical Subjects Headings and GeneOntology. While ontology and vocabularies undergo constant evolution, it is necessary to provide the centralized storage of proteomic data for further revision in accordance with the updated knowledge domain. Proteomic repositories like PRIDE, The Global Proteome Machine, PeptideAtlas etc. are available to harbor the wealth of mass spectral data and appropriate protein identifications. The existing repositories facilitate the development of knowledge extraction technologies to compare the list of identified proteins with the GeneOntology annotations, Medical Subjects Headings, metabolic and regulatory pathways. This paper reviews modern analytical tools that exploit the knowledge-based technologies for proteome research.